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Make the road by walking

Exercising or exercising? It seems like a simple question, but, in reality, it is not that simple when you are a mother of 2 young kids. The real question is, where do I find the time and what should I stop to make this happen? It shouldn't be but alas that's often what comes down to it. In the first few years of
being a mother, I have confessed to constantly taking care of myself mentally and physically. By the second time I (my daughter) turned 2, I had cancelled my gym membership altogether because it had gone without use for too long anyway. But is this really fair? And I don't mean it's fair to me. It would
have taken a few years but I have slowly begun to focus more on the areas of my life that have been neglected. Cleaning, decluttering, mental health, and physical health are all connected. Once you start to improve 1 of these things, you get that you have more time and strength as well so it starts to
focus on others as well. A lot of days these are the moments when I find something good. The feeling of I took care of myself today or I let myself breathe today and re-energly is a long way off in changing my landscape! I'll talk more about my journey to this point later but it started with simple decluttering,
leading to wanting a better system to keep up with cleaning and organization. From there I noticed that I had a while to medic and breathe in the morning and focus on my mental health at the beginning of each day. With less lifting stuff, a clear plan for a little cleaning every day, I already have some
pockets of time for my own mental and physical health! Stop! The mind exploded! The challenge often is, however, that I have to be very planned and accurate with the precious minutes I have to exercise. A 15-minute sweep to and from the 15-minute gym I normally don't have. So I try to get creative and
eliminate commute time, I have enough of it to and from work 5 days a week! Here are my 6 favorite mom-approved ways to exercise. These are not in a certain order! On a treadmill house: In the past, I enjoyed finding ways to work out that included walking on a 4-foot-long treadmill or elliptical with an
endless view, not fixed in front of me. Sometimes that is necessary and I resort to a treadmill in my spare room. We found a cheap but reliable Weslo Cadence treadmill on Amazon that came with free shipping and ended up assembling relatively fast with minimal frustration! Check it out here:
oh_aui_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&amp;psc=1Zumba: When I have a weekend day or a rare kids free night, I also enjoy going to a local gym or rec And pay a few dollars for a Zumba class. Time goes quickly, you can simplify or go hard depending on your fitness level, and you can burn a ton of calories.
Most of all it's fun! Fun Sugar Fitness: Another great workout at home is trying out free fitness workout videos. All you need is a space and TV/iPad/phone/etc. Some exercises use weight or other equipment but generally you can get just using your body! They offer a lot of tips and articles as well as for
strength and stretch training exercises! Check them out here: walking: Maybe my favorite, re-energies, the way to exercise is to walk. If I literally only have 20-30 minutes, I just walk around my neighborhood. If I have a few extra minutes, I leave the kids at school and drive 2 minutes down the street to a
local park with trails in the woods. This may be a high-intensity cardio workout as I'm not a runner, but it combines trying to get some moderate exercise in as well as some mental health care. Outdoor walks allow for more resistance, especially along trails, as there are hills and stairs, etc. This allows me
to keep at walking speed more comfortable but also my heart rate and to my body is a good workout. I spend my time appreciating the beauty and nature around me. I admire older couples walking together, people walking their beloved dogs, other mothers pushing their babies on a stroll, etc. It really
gives me a workout that has much more value than just improving physical health! Dance Parties: Can you get a workout on sans kiddos? It's okay, my kids like to limp the radio or a fun music playlist and have a dance party! Just dance crazy, laugh, have fun together. You will be amazed how out of
breath you are after a 15-minute dance party! Cosmic Yoga: More of a low intensity workout but something you can also do with kids! As a bonus, it helps you to be able to educate your kids about holistic health and wellness, in addition to the importance of stretching and exercising your body. There are
bright colors, great graphics, and yoga keeps kids' attention because it's done through storytelling! Their official website ( has some free videos from different timeframes and some resources to help teach kids yoga. The Cosmic Kids app has a 14-day free trial and then a monthly subscription to access all
your material. However, you can also find them on YouTube with some great free yoga exercises. We love doing cosmic yoga this way because we can pull it on our SmartTV or Amazon Firestick and have fun together. Check them out here: big things about some of these ways to exercise is that I can
get by kids in The necessity includes. We can go for a walk and collect flowers. Leaves etc. They can walk or I can push them in the carriage they also love to jump in and do exercise movies with me, get lost at a dance party, or mellow out and center themselves with some fun yoga. Even with very
limited time and/or resources there is a way to fit something into many days that helps me improve my physical health and get some exercise in. I may be running a marathon any time soon or losing 20 pounds in 1 month, but I improve my health and well being one step at a time! Visit me on my . This
comes from today's parenting team community, where all members are welcome to and discuss parenting solutions. Learn more and join us! because were all in this together . Thanks for visiting my fundraising page. This March I walk 10,000 steps a day during the month to help beat cancer earlier. Help
me walk across cancer and the Life Saving Research Fund by supporting me. Walking can help you achieve that trim shape you've been dieting to. This allows you to burn fat without losing muscle and without depriving your body of the essential nutrients it needs. And it can help to tone down your
muscles and shape your legs. You may have heard similar claims made for other aerobic exercises. But consider this: the only exercise that will do you any good is the exercise you do. And walking is easy -- as easy as putting one foot in front of the other. The following articles outline the health and



fitness benefits of walking and provide you with the information you need to walk safely and efficiently. You will learn how to prepare your body for a walking plan and get tips on making healthy changes to your diet, checking your health before you hit the road, and preparing for bad weather and night
workouts. You will even learn how to use your heart rate as a guide to exercising intensity. Follow these links and take the first step to a healthier lifestyle. Additional credits:Peggy Norwood Keating, MA, partnership consultantRebecca Hughes, author of The Last Update on December 11, 2020 Time
Management - so elusive and marketable is the skill that the entire industry has been built around selling it to any business worth its salt. It is, in effect, the art of mastering your awakening - and sometimes even your subconscious - hours as you see as productive, bright-eyed, and at the top of your game
that may be without the help of stimulants, travel in time, or miracles. Managing your time may seem like an easy concept, but who watches enough hours a day to do everything? Not a lot of people, that's for sure. Some even think there's not enough time for them in a day. So, if you think you may be
lagging when it comes to mastering your day, then check out this useful guide on how to conquer sucks time And become an efficient and productive person. This will help you overcome the illusion of having not enough time.1. Receiving a solid seven to eight hours of sleep each NightThis is one of a
simple yet brilliant way of improving your time management skills: more sleep. Studies have found that people who sleep an average of seven to eight hours are more productive, happier and work with higher quality than those who sleep less than seven hours a night. Getting plenty of sleep also ensures
that you will be in a much more positive mood in the morning, increasing your chances of getting more work done. Making more of your 24 hours may not seem conducive to getting a full eight hours, but many famous prolific hands like Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and Thomas Mann were all full and healthy
sleepers. This suggests that time management is something best conquered in a good night's sleep.2 Emerging early in the morning to conquer DayOne of the most effective way to improve your time management is to start early in the morning. The early increase has several benefits, the most obvious of
which is that it allows you to have a lot more time to get things done. Making most of your 24 hours works much better when you get earlier. Studies have shown that primary risers are more productive and feel more done at the end of the day. Working with sunrise gives you a head start on people still in
bed, as well as ensuring that your brain, which according to research performs best two and a half hours after you wake up, gets the treatment it does. There is a reason that the adage, 'early bird catches worms' has survived to this day.3 Never multitaskMultitasking is a common word when it comes to
productivity and time management. Everyone believes that multitasking is the way ahead if you want to be a productive member of society, especially because of numerous articles and books on this issue. However, in recent years, multitasking has become increasingly overlooked as an productivity
method due to neurological research showing that multitasking itself is impossible. Studies have shown that breaking from one task to another and then returning again in a short space of time (as in other words, multitasking) actually shortens the attention span and affects the quality of the work. Instead,
work on one task at a time and engage in a 'flowing', state of consciousness where you are totally absorbed and engaged in an activity. This will have an excellent side effect of improving your attention spans and allowing you to get much more done and in a faster timeframe in your valuable 24 hours.
This will greatly improve your time management and prevent you from having enough time excuses.4 Taking twenty minutes of regular nap power is one of the most enjoyable ways to enhance your time management skills is to take a nap. Research has shown that power naps taken after lunch - during
one Normal body rhythm - can help increase productivity, creativity, and even episodic memory. Studies have also found that a short nap, short nap, which falls asleep in the first stage and avoids the REM stage of sleep, can help 'refresh' the brain. Another good way to take a nap is to take a full nap in a
90-minute sleep cycle that dictates circadian rhythms rather than waking up in the middle of REM sleep that is sure to make you groggy and irritable. Taking a short afternoon nap helps improve your work ethic and productivity. This ensures that you do more and better work in your time, and it's an
essential time management.5. Tasks handled together throughout the day to stay in the 'flow' categories of tasks together can be a very useful task when it comes to working on and improving your daily time management. Plan your day together so that groups of tasks are handled together to allow your
brain to stay in the same comfort zone for a longer period rather than flinging from one task to another. Doing so encourages it to be in the 'flow', a state of happy productivity that encourages a great job that is done with an innate sense of bliss and happiness, something that is easily desired and hard to
win. Fortunately, trying and inducing this 'flowing' mode is easier than ever. Categorizing tasks together makes it easier to manage your day and everything is done.6. Heck's schedule of your day is this little one without brains, but properly planning your day should be a tool for managing high quality time.
Proper timing can be a pain, but knowing exactly where you're going and what you're doing can help make the most of your time. Timing is the art of thinking forward - predicting everything you need to do and making sure you have enough time to do it. Scheduling your day ahead with a large diary or work
scheduler can be very useful in terms of time management, as ensure that you review public transport timetables, weather, and any pieces of information you need to work with you or to meetings. It may come with an extreme level of perfectionism, but the goal here is not perfection. The goal is to
structure you and the time you need to deal with your day in the best way possible.7. Figure out exactly where you spend your time and work on improving ItWe all guilty of wasting time. It's not an offense every second, but it's an unfortunate habit that you have to block if you want to be productive and
embrace time management at its fullest. However, this is not to say that you should not relax or open the wind during your working day - we are not supercharged, without stopping getting machines, after all. So, as a compromise between your real physical needs and your best psychic self, you need to
figure out exactly where you spend your time on an average day and work Improve it. For example, working on cutting your commute time if possible or using it time to better effect, such as intellectual storm ideas; working on fitting your physical workout time in small amounts every day rather than a long
marathon session at the end of a week is a waste of time. Simplifying your time makes you more efficient and easier to do everything you need to do and want to do in your day – which is a key component of successful time management.8 Use your 'dead time' to advantage your 'dead time' concept touted
by books like Tony Schwartz's 'Awesome in Anything'. This is a way to build time management work for your purposes. Dead time is when we're just waiting or doing nothing without real purpose, and this can be helpful in helping us to do a little bit and patches of big projects. If you need to check out an
album, turn it on your mp3 player and listen to songs when you're stuck in a dentist's Memphis or on a quiet coffee break. Jot down ideas for your next big project when you wait in the cinema to watch a movie. The point of using Dead Time is to use those random, useless moments to your advantage. It's
not to say that free time itself is the enemy - far from it. Using your dead time will allow you to fully engage in the time of your well-deserved relaxation, without fear of feeling guilty or ashamed, as if there is something more you should be working on. Be sure to take most of your dead time, and you will
have your time management skills in a whole new level.9 Make sure you never neglect your care and your mental health. It's an expectation in the modern working world to always work and be available - whether through work or in many ways social media. But one of the most important things you can do
every day is to take care of yourself and make sure it's carved out a piece of time for you and you alone. Relaxation and self-indulgence both have restorative properties. Meditation has proven to reduce stress levels, and a short ten-minute meditation session allows for greater productivity and overall
happiness. Taking time for yourself allows your body to rejuvenation and restore yourself to the kind of mental, physical, and emotional state that allows for the best efficiency and effective time management. In short, don't feel guilty for taking the time to relax in the park with a book. You're your best 10.
Learn how to say 'no'. One of the most important yet terrifying things you can ever do is say 'no' - not to a project, not to pledge, or not to ask someone. It's very easy to consider saying 'no' as selfish - there's always another demand, another request, another Or project you can pick up to your page already
overloaded. However, burnout is a significant and terrible psychological problem in which people are so overwhelmed with too much stress that they end up hating their work. They may even experience physical symptoms such as physical exhaustion. Burnout is a growing problem across the global
workplace, and must stop. just say no . No one will actually care if you politely reject your application, citing an overly crowded schedule. Taking care of your mental health is a top priority. So, even if it feels awkward first, learn to say 'no' to projects you don't want to have in your life and learning the art of
keeping your working life simple. These are the key to time management. The final words people think that they don't have enough time. But most of the time, they just didn't maximize their day. These ten tips will help you greatly improve how you manage your time. Isn't that enough time? Read this Time
Management TipsFeatured Photo Credit: Aaron Visual via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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